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Introduction
This report documents systematic incitement to
antisemitism and terrorism by teachers, school
principals and other staff at the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA), and calls on its
major funders, including the U.S., Germany, the UK
and the European Union, to finally hold UNRWA
accountable to its own rules and commitments.
On April 7, 2021, the Biden administration
announced its decision to renew funding to the
Palestinians, including $150 million to UNRWA.1
By July 2021, it was reported that the U.S. funding
to UNRWA for 2021 rose to $313.8 million.2
In this regard, the State Department’s proposed
FY22 budget contains provisions requiring the State
Department to report to the Senate Appropriations
Committee prior to the release of funds to UNRWA
on whether UNWRA is “acting promptly to address
any staff…violations of…neutrality and impartiality”
and whether it is taking steps to ensure the content
of UNRWA’s educational materials “is consistent
with the values of human rights, dignity, and tolerance and does not induce incitement.” 3 In a June
8 hearing before the Senate Appropriations Committee on the proposed budget, Secretary of State
Blinken confirmed that the U.S. is “determined that
UNRWA pursue very necessary reforms in terms
of some of the abuses of the system that have taken
place in the past,” particularly dissemination of
“antisemitic or anti-Israel information” in education.4
According to a senior State Department official,
“UNWRA has made clear their rock-solid commitments to the United States on the issues of transparency, accountability, and neutrality in all its

operations,” adding that “what neutrality means in
the context of the United Nations is zero tolerance
for racism, discrimination, and antisemitism.” 5
Similar commitments were given by UNRWA in
its Framework for Cooperation agreement with the
U.S., signed on July 14, 2021, in which the agency
condemns incitement to violence and antisemitism,
undertakes not to support terrorism directly or
indirectly, affirms that UNRWA and its staff “cannot
take sides in hostilities or engage in controversies of
a political, racial or religious or ideological nature,”
and promises “clear, consistent and prompt administrative action for staff violations of UNRWA’s
Neutrality Framework.” 6
Contrary to these claims and commitments,
however, UN Watch has found that UNRWA has a
very high tolerance for antisemitism. As summarized in the list of perpetrators published as Annex
A of this report, UN Watch has exposed more than
100 UNRWA staff and school Facebook pages
containing incitement to antisemitism and terrorism. These were revealed in six separate reports
published between September 2015 and September
2019.7 Although UNRWA received our reports and
is well aware of the problem, the agency continues
to systematically employ schoolteachers, principals
and other staffers who openly support terrorism
and antisemitism.
In the last several months, UNRWA has fundraised extensively for its education, which it claims
shapes UNRWA students to be “responsible global
citizens with an appreciation for human rights and
hope for the future.” 8

1

Anthony J. Blinken, The United States Restores Assistance for the Palestinians, U.S. State Department (April 7, 2021), https://www.
state.gov/the-united-states-restores-assistance-for-the-palestinians/.

2

Biden gives UNRWA $135m. after agency condemns anti-Israel hatred, The Jerusalem Post (July 18, 2021), https://www.jpost.com/
international/biden-gives-unrwa-135m-after-agency-condemns-anti-israel-hatred-674201.
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Department of State and Other International Programs FY 20222 Budget, p. 914 (May 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/
uploads/2021/05/sta_fy22.pdf.
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Secretary of State Blinken calls out UNRWA antisemitism, anti-Israel hate in US Congress, YouTube (June 8, 2021), https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=cEHjj__5fFI.
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Biden administration says UNRWA commits to ‘zero tolerance’ for antisemitism, Times of Israel (April 7, 2021), https://www.
timesofisrael.com/biden-administration-says-unrwa-commits-to-zero-tolerance-for-anti-semitism/.
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Framework for Cooperation Between the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East and the United
States of America 2021-2022, U.S. Department of State (July 14, 2021), https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/20212022-US-UNRWA-Framework-Signed.pdf.
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For a list of reports and links See UN Watch reports on UNRWA staff antisemitism and incitement to terrorism, UN Watch (December
16, 2020), https://unwatch.org/un-watch-reports-on-unrwa-staff-antisemitism-and-incitement-to-terrorism/.
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@UNRWA, Twitter (December 4, 2020, 10:04 PM), https://twitter.com/UNRWA/status/1334951642614140932.
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This report, however, documents more than 100
UNRWA staffers, including 22 new examples, of
UNRWA staffers in Gaza, the West Bank, Lebanon,
Syria, and Jordan, who incite antisemitism and
terrorism, in gross violation of United Nations and
UNRWA internal policies concerning staff neutrality and impartiality.
Examples from this report include:
Nahed Sharawi, UNRWA Gaza math teacher
who shared a video of Adolf Hitler with inspirational quotes to “enrich and enlighten your
thoughts and minds.” 9 Sharawi also posted
classical antisemitism depicting Jews as
scheming thieves. She posted a story about a
Jew who tried to corrupt his Muslim neighbor
into “mocking Muslims.” The Jew gave the
“pious” Muslim a ring then stole it, threw it
in the ocean, and demanded it back from the
Muslim. Ultimately, the Muslim found the
ring in the belly of a fish he caught and when
he presented it to the Jew, the Jew was so
stunned that he converted to Islam.10
Esraa Abedalraheem, UNRWA Syria
English teacher who posted a Hamas propaganda video inciting children to deny Israel’s
right to exist.11 In the video, the Hamas journalist asks several Palestinian children what
is the capital of Israel? The children repeatedly deny Israel’s existence with responses
such as “What Israel?” and “There is no
Israel.” To make a point, the journalist offers
a prize to the children to say that Jerusalem is
Israel’s capital, but they all refuse. The video
is directed at a child audience and aims to
educate Palestinian children that Israel has
no right to exist. The accompanying text—that
there is “no such country as Israel”—reflects
UNRWA teacher Abedalraheem’s endorsement of this view.

9

Ibrahim Sabbagh, UNRWA Syria English
teacher who shared a propaganda video celebrating Palestinian terrorism with images
of Hamas gunmen and children carrying
weapons along with text that the Palestinian
refugees will not remain “dispossessed”
because they are “returning,” presumably to
reclaim Israeli lands through armed resistance as depicted in the video.12
Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh, UNRWA Jordan
math teacher who incited terrorism by
glorifying Omar Abu Laila, the terrorist who
murdered an Israeli soldier, stole his weapon
and then shot to death a 47-year-old Israeli
father of 12 children. The UNRWA teacher
lauds the terrorist’s actions, which he deems
more impressive given his young age. “Omar
Abu Laila was greater than the Arab generals,
and he was more powerful than armies and
airborne missiles. He was a child, but he was
bigger than a galaxy.” The UNRWA teacher
then adds that “the only path for our bullets
[is] Palestine.” 13
Husni Masri, UNRWA West Bank teacher
who posted antisemitic conspiracy theories
that Jews control the world, created the coronavirus and seek to destroy Islam.14 His post
claims that “Masonic Zionists” who control
“all the great powers,” “possess 90% of the
world’s gold” and “own the World Bank.”
Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat, UNRWA
Jordan Arabic teacher who promoted violence
by posting photos of armed Palestinians with
a caption advocating for “weapons” instead
of peace. “There is no solace for those sitting
at filthy peace tables. There is one way, we
know it, there is no choice between spirit and
weapons.” 15 In another post, he shared classical antisemitism in the form of a quote from

Nahed Sharawi, Facebook (February 13, 2018), https://www.facebook.com/nada.alsabah.503/posts/1499392643511654.

10

Nahel Sharawi, Facebook (September 3, 2017, 10:08 PM), https://www.facebook.com/nada.alsabah.503/posts/1351684991615754.

11

Esraa Abedalraheem, Facebook (January 2, 2020, 9:52 PM), https://www.facebook.com/esraa.abedalraheem/
posts/2549599028501039.

12

Ibrahim Sabbagh, Facebook (June 24, 2019, 1:49 PM), https://www.facebook.com/ebraheem.sabbagh/posts/1314833582007588.

13

Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh, Facebook (November 14, 2020, 12:26 PM), https://www.facebook.com/aaaaabufraih/
posts/1538871049656869.

14

Husni Masri, Facebook (October 30, 2020, 9:22 AM), https://www.facebook.com/masricalling/posts/10158629663707068.

15

Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat, Facebook (May 15, 2020, 8:32 PM), https://www.facebook.com/abdalslam.mohammad/
posts/10225004886374154.
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Allah Tulfah, the former governor of Baghdad:
“I find it distressing to see 120 million Arabs
subdued by a million Jewish vagabonds.” 16
Fatima Abu Mufreh, UNRWA Lebanon
math teacher who endorses armed violence
against Israel: “After today, nothing should
speak other than the missiles of the resistance, the rifles of its jihad warriors…”
Awed Abedallah, UNRWA Syria principal
and teacher, who posted a “Map of Arab
Palestine” that completely erases the State of
Israel.17

Methodology and
Scope of Research
This report is based on information that has been
displayed publicly on Facebook, obtained by searching for UNRWA-related keywords. Because many
Facebook users restrict their posts from the public,
UN Watch was not able to examine most UNRWA
staff profiles. Furthermore, because UNRWA
does not provide a list of their staff, UN Watch
researchers limited their review to Facebook users
who specifically identified themselves as UNRWA
employees.
Accordingly, in our assessment, the scope of
neutrality breaches by UNRWA staff is significantly
higher than that reflected in these 22 cases, or
the 100 additional cases exposed in our previous
reports. If one merely counts the additional
UNRWA employees who publicly endorse or share
the offending material identified in our reports,
hundreds of UNRWA employees have been directly
implicated. Moreover, the report does not cover
UNRWA employees who incite racism or violence
in the classroom, but do not post this information
to their Facebook profiles.

Were UNRWA itself to examine its employees,
on and off Facebook, it can reasonably be estimated
that thousands of UNRWA employees would be
implicated.

Analysis
UNRWA’s Repeated Failure
to Address Documented Staff
Incitement
UN Watch’s research on UNRWA staff incitement is
well known by the agency, yet it has fundamentally
failed to address the issue. UN Watch’s 2015 reports
were reported on by major media such as London’s
Sunday Times. But the response of UNRWA’s
then-spokesman Chris Gunness was to lash out at
UN Watch and to deny or downplay the problem.
Only after months of sustained media attention did
the UN spokesman in New York announce quietly
that a few employees had been suspended.18 The
identities of the perpetrators, or the duration of
their suspensions, were never disclosed.
Following the publication of UN Watch’s
February 2017 report, UNRWA was criticized for
its culture of hate in various international media
outlets, including Wall Street Journal TV, Europe’s
highest-circulation newspaper Bild, and Switzerland’s Neue Zürcher Zeitung, SonntagsZeitung and
Basler Zeitung. Citing UN Watch’s report, Swiss
Foreign Minister Didier Burkhalter took the floor
in parliament to condemn UNRWA, stating that his
ministry had “opened discussions with UNRWA
about the cases mentioned.” 19
In response, UNRWA immediately went on
the defensive and into denial mode. In two separate statements, the agency attacked Bild for an
“apparent attempt to undermine—on false premises—efforts to preserve the dignity of 5.3 million
people,” referring to the Palestinians classified by

16

Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat, Facebook, (November 21, 2019, 4:02 PM), https://www.facebook.com/abdalslam.mohammad/
posts/10222819134491723.

17

Awad Abedallah, Facebook (January 31, 2020, 12:47 PM), https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2765247483563468
&set=a.596295090458729&type=3&theater.

18

UNRWA suspends employees after UN Watch exposed incitement to anti-Semitic violence, UN Watch (October 22, 2015), https://
unwatch.org/unrwa-suspends-employees-after-un-watch-exposed-incitement-to-anti-semitic-violence/.

19

Swiss FM condemns UNRWA teacher’s incitement in ‘strongest terms’, but defends organization, UN Watch (March 7, 2017), https://
unwatch.org/swiss-fm-condemns-unrwa-teachers-incitement-strongest-terms-defends-organization/.
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UNRWA as refugees.20 UNRWA issued statements
claiming that it “takes allegations of neutrality violations with the utmost seriousness,” and publicly
condemned “all forms of racism.” UNRWA further
asserted it would “take disciplinary action where
appropriate,” but again refused to detail whether
any disciplinary measures had been or would be
taken and against whom.
In April 2017, UN Watch emailed its report
directly to UNRWA Commissioner-General Pierre
Krähenbühl, with copies sent to several journalists.
Neither Mr. Krähenbühl nor any of his UNRWA
colleagues ever responded. Shockingly, an agency
that is meant to oversee the education of hundreds
of thousands of students evinced zero interest in
following up on documented incitement to racism
and terrorism by its teachers.
In a December 1, 2018 fact-sheet titled UNRWA
and neutrality posted on UNRWA’s website, an
apparent reaction to our reports, UNRWA touted its
new social media policies and training, as well as a
mandatory course on neutrality and social media.21
However, information uncovered by UN Watch
revealed that the social media training encouraged
staff to “limit their online exposure” by “taking
advantage of privacy and other settings,” thus
avoiding the underlying problem of antisemitism
and support for terrorism among UNRWA staff.22
The UNRWA and neutrality fact sheet likewise
avoided the root problem—that UNRWA employs
antisemitic and terrorist-supporting staff irrespective of whether such staff keeps these views public
or private on social media.

In January 2020, UNRWA published a second
fact sheet titled Demystifying the UNRWA approach
to curriculum,23 which UNRWA promoted in tweets
on November 12, 2020: “To be crystal clear: There is
no place for antisemitism in UNRWA education.” 24
This fact sheet, however, did not address the problem of UNRWA staff antisemitism or support for
terrorism. Instead, it defended UNRWA’s use of
“host country” Palestinian Authority textbooks
which numerous studies have found contain
antisemitism and terrorist incitement.25 Indeed, in
its August 2019 Concluding observations on the State
of Palestine, the UN Committee on Elimination of
Racial Discrimination (CERD) found that these
Palestinian textbooks “fuel hatred and may incite
violence, particularly hate speech against Israelis,
which at times also fuels antisemitism.” 26 UNRWA
absolved itself of responsibility for this criticism,
claiming that it was directed at the Palestinian
government, not at UNRWA. The agency asserted
that it takes care to ensure that “the education it
delivers in its classroom…is in line with UN values
and principles.” 27 At the same time, UNRWA
acknowledged that it “has no mandate to alter any
host government curriculum or textbooks.” Thus,
UNRWA effectively admitted that the textbooks,
including the antisemitic and terrorist inciting
content, are distributed to UNRWA’s students.
Moreover, a recent study by the Institute for
Monitoring Peace and Cultural Tolerance in School
Education (IMPACT-se) found that new textbooks
created by UNRWA itself during the coronavirus
pandemic were rife with incitement to violence

20

Statement by Chris Gunness About Article in Bild Published on 3 February 2017, UNRWA (February 4, 2017), https://www.unrwa.org/
newsroom/official-statements/statement-chris-gunness-about-article-bild-published-3-february-2017; Statement on Neutrality,
UNRWA (February 4, 2017), https://www.unrwa.org/newsroom/official-statements/statement-neutrality.

21

UNRWA and neutrality fact sheet, UNRWA (November 2018), https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/content/resources/
unrwa_neutrality_factsheet_2018_final_eng.pdf.

22

Social media & neutrality training for managers and supervisors, UNRWA (2017), https://www.unwatch.org/wp-content/
uploads/2009/12/UNRWA-social-media-training.pdf.

23

Demystifying the UNRWA approach to curriculum, UNRWA (January 2020), https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/
demsytifying_unrwa_approach_to_curriculum2020.pdf.

24

@UNRWA, Twitter (November 12, 2020, 5:59 PM), https://twitter.com/UNRWA/status/1326917657422143488; @UNRWA,
Twitter (November 12, 2020, 2:40 PM), https://twitter.com/UNRWA/status/1326867400441073664.

25

See, e.g., The 2020-21 Palestinian School Curriculum Grades 1-12 Selected Examples, IMPACT-se (September 2020), https://www.
impact-se.org/wp-content/uploads/PA-Reports_-Selected-Examples_Update_Sept-2020.pdf (“There is a systematic insertion
of violence, martyrdom and jihad across all grades and subjects… The possibility of peace with Israel is rejected…”); Palestinian
Authority textbooks: the attitude to Jews, Israel and peace, The Meir Amit Intelligence and Terrorism Information Center (July
22, 2018), https://www.terrorism-info.org.il/app/uploads/2018/07/E_184_18.pdf.

26

Concluding observations on the combined initial and second periodic reports of the State of Palestine, UN Doc. CERD/C/PSE/CO/1-2, ¶
19 (c) (August 29, 2019).

27

Demystifying the UNRWA approach to curriculum, UNRWA (January 2020), https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/
demsytifying_unrwa_approach_to_curriculum2020.pdf.
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and hatred and support for terrorism, such as glorifying Dalal Mughrabi, the infamous terrorist who
participated in the 1978 Coastal Road Massacre.28
According to IMPACT-se director Marcus Sheff,
the “UNRWA-created material is, in places, more
extremist than PA material it complements.” 29
In response, UNRWA claimed the material had
been distributed “mistakenly” and the agency
insisted it has “a zero-tolerance policy…for incitement to hatred and violence in its schools.” 30 UNRWA’s press release appeared to excuse the “mistake”
on grounds that the material was put together in
a “rush” by UNRWA teachers who “are refugees
themselves,” 31 suggesting that because of their
refugee status the teachers might not have been
tuned in to the problematic nature of the material.

UNRWA Glosses Over Problem
of Staffers
Prior to this incident, in articles in the Jerusalem
Post, two senior UNRWA officials defended UNRWA
education, claiming it does not incite hatred or
terrorism. In a July 2020 interview with the
newspaper, UNRWA’s new Commissioner-General, Philippe Lazzarini asserted that UNRWA had
“invested the most of its attention and energy” to
dealing with neutrality issues. 32 He stated unequivocally: “We have zero tolerance for [teaching]
incitement or violence. We are focused on human
rights values in our schools.”
While Lazzarini admitted that UNRWA uses
the Palestinian Authority textbooks with all the
problematic content, he insisted that it instructs
teachers “not to teach some part of the materials.”
UNRWA is proactive on this issue, said Lazzarini,
and does “what it can” to prevent the teaching of
incitement in its schools.

The extremely vague and weak assertion that
UNRWA “does what it can” suggests that UNRWA
lacks the ability to fully prevent incitement from
being taught in its schools. As our reports show, the
likely reason for this is that UNRWA continues to
hire and employ antisemitic and terrorist-supporting staff.
In October 2020, UNRWA West Bank director
Gwyn Lewis published an op-ed in the Jerusalem
Post attacking those who have criticized UNRWA’s
education system for spreading “salacious myths
and exaggerations” which “show intent to defame
the agency, and our over half a million students, at
all costs.” 33 Lewis praised UNRWA’s education for
“emphasizing human rights, conflict resolution and
tolerance.” Focusing on the curriculum, she claimed
that:
The schoolbooks and overall curriculum used
in UNRWA schools emphasize tolerance,
human rights, non-discrimination and gender
quality. Where we find material that does not
match UN values, we simply do not teach it or
include it in our classes…UNRWA’s civilian,
secular education, rooted in UN principles
and modern education pedagogy, is not the
vehicle of hate but rather its antidote.

28

Itam Shalev, Review of UNRWA-Produced Study Materials in the Palestinian Territories, IMPACT-se (January 2021), https://www.
impact-se.org/wp-content/uploads/UNRWA-Produced-Study-Materials-in-the-Palestinian-Territories.pdf; see also Monitoring
group: UNRWA textbooks glorify terror, deny Israel’s existence, Times of Israel (January 14, 2021), https://www.timesofisrael.com/
monitoring-group-unrwa-textbooks-glorify-terror-deny-israels-existence/.

29

Id.

30

UNRWA Improves Safeguards on Ensuring Adherence of Educational Materials with UN Principles; Prepares to Launch Secure
Agencywide Self-Learning Platform, UNRWA (January 14, 2021), https://www.unrwa.org/newsroom/official-statements/unrwaimproves-safeguards-ensuring-adherence-educational-materials-un.

31

Id.

32

Donna Rachel Edmunds, New UNRWA head to ‘Post’: No glorifying terrorists in our schools, Jerusalem Post (July 30, 2020), https://
www.jpost.com/arab-israeli-conflict/new-unrwa-head-to-post-no-glorifying-terrorists-in-our-schools-636946.

33

Gwyn Lewis, Attacking UNRWA’s education system risks the lives of students—opinion, Jerusalem Post (October 24, 2020), https://
www.jpost.com/opinion/attacking-unrwas-education-system-risks-the-lives-of-students-opinion-646818.
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Lewis asserted that UNRWA’s “approach has
been validated by the US Government Accountability Office [GAO], including as recently as last year.”
However, while the now declassified GAO report
from 2018 may have endorsed UNRWA’s overall
approach, it found UNRWA had not carried through
on the implementation. Specifically, the GAO report
found that while UNRWA had developed complementary teaching materials to address problematic
textbook content, as of April 2018, it had not trained
teachers on these materials nor had it distributed
them in the classroom.34 One of the reasons cited by
UNRWA for failing to train teachers on these complementary materials was “staff refusal to attend
training and workshops.” According to UNRWA,
some staff opposed the use of these materials and
others boycotted the training.35
Significantly, neither Lazzarini nor Lewis
broached the topic of widespread antisemitism
and support for terrorism among UNRWA staff, as
detailed in this report (and previous ones) by UN
Watch. By focusing exclusively on the issue of textbooks, they glossed over this fundamental problem.

34

UNRWA Staff Antisemitism and
Support for Terrorism is Deeply
Entrenched
Based on UNRWA’s admission in the GAO report
that UNRWA educational staff objected to the
training, and in its January 2021 press release
acknowledging that it was the UNRWA teachers
who were responsible for distributing hate-inciting
content to students during COVID-19, it is clear that
deep-rooted antisemitism and support for terrorism
among UNRWA staff affects UNRWA’s ability to
provide education consistent with UN values and
principles to its 526,000 Palestinian students.
Moreover, this is not a new problem for UNRWA,
which has admitted in the past that it employs
Hamas members.36 A number of UNRWA employees
have been arrested and convicted by Israel for terrorist activity and membership in terrorist groups.37
The neutrality of UNRWA schools has also been
repeatedly compromised by local terrorist activity.38
As the only UN refugee agency that is solely
devoted to one refugee group—the Palestinians—
UNRWA is unique in that it provides governmental
services like education and healthcare to its beneficiaries. This is in contrast to the UNHCR, the
UN refugee agency for the rest of the world, which
provides only emergency relief. To provide all these
services, UNRWA employs a large staff of more than
30,000 employees, most of whom come from within
the Palestinian refugee population.39 The bulk of
this staff—more than 22,000—are employed in
education.40 This leads to a never-ending cycle of
students being taught in UNRWA schools by local
Palestinian staff, who themselves are raised on
antisemitic and terrorist incitement disseminated
by Palestinian officials, in Palestinian media, and

State Has Taken Actions to Address Potentially Problematic Textbook Content but Should Improve Its Reporting to Congress, United
States Government Accountability Office (June 2019), p. 16, https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-19-448.pdf.

35

Id. at pp. 16, 21.

36

Matthew Levitt, Terror on the UN Payroll? Washington Institute (October 13, 2004), https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policyanalysis/view/terror-on-the-un-payroll; What’s Wrong With UNRWA and Why it Must be Reformed, UN Watch (January 21, 2018),
https://unwatch.org/whats-wrong-unrwa-must-reformed/.

37

See, e.g., Department of State and United Nations Relief and Works Agency Actions to Implement Section 301(c) of the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961, United States General Accounting Office (November 2003), https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-04-276r.pdf.

38

See, e.g., UN admits Palestinians fired rockets from UNRWA schools, UN Watch (April 7, 2015), https://unwatch.org/un-admitspalestinians-fired-rockets-unrwa-schools/; UNRWA condemns neutrality violation in Gaza, UNRWA (October 28, 2017), https://
www.unrwa.org/newsroom/official-statements/unrwa-condemns-neutrality-violation-gaza; Judah Ari Gross, UNRWA: Tunnel
found under Gaza school hit by Israel in last month’s conflict, Times of Israel (June 7, 2021), https://www.timesofisrael.com/unrwatunnels-under-gaza-school-hit-by-israel-in-last-months-conflict/.

39

Working at UNRWA, UNRWA (last visited November 29, 2020), https://www.unrwa.org/careers/working-unrwa.

40

What we do, UNRWA (last visited November 29, 2020), https://www.unrwa.org/what-we-do/education.
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their own education.41 Having been inundated with
this education of hatred, they then pass it on to their
students for whom they are role models. These students then grow up and become teachers themselves
tasked with educating the next generation.
This vicious cycle of hate and intolerance in
education dates back to UNRWA’s early days. In
The War of Return, UNRWA experts Dr. Einat Wilf
and Adi Schwartz describe the indoctrination in
UNRWA schools in the 1960s, 70s and 80s:
“Return to Palestine” was the centerpiece
of UNRWA’s education system. The heroes
whose deeds were praised and celebrated
were such men as anti-Zionist militia leader
Abd-al-Qadir al-Husseini… Never before in
history, during Turkish or British rule, had
rebel figures like him been studied in Arab
schools as a source of admiration…
The teachers were Palestinians—refugees
and their offspring in the camps—who
passed on their personal experiences. Pupils
reported that their teachers were faithful to
the national struggle… One teacher perfectly
summed up the importance of the refugee
camps. They were “a place of exile,” he said,
“a temporary state; a pre-1948 village; and a
place of political resistance.” 42
UNRWA schools drilled in the idea of a violent
return to the territory of Israel:
All the maps of Palestine used in the schools
showed the whole of Israel painted in black…
UNRWA’s education system effectively
became an instrument for the mobilization
of the population of the camps for the Palestinian armed struggle. “We hope to mobilize
forces that will be much stronger than the

armies put in the field in 1948 by the Arab
League,” recounted one teacher from a refugee camp…
The fact that today one continues to find antisemitic and terror-inciting Facebook posts by so many
UNRWA staff indicates that the problem is systemic
and deeply entrenched within the organization.
Major reform is needed to stop this cycle of hate.
Why the U.S. has chosen to reinstate more than
$300 million of funding to UNRWA without first
requiring the agency to implement vital and urgent
reform is unclear.

Global Norm: Zero Tolerance for
Racism by Educational Staff
It is noteworthy that the international norm for
dealing with racism among teachers is zero tolerance. In jurisdictions other than UNRWA, educators
are routinely fired for incitement to antisemitism
in cases comparable or even less severe than those
documented in this report.
For example:
United States, November 2020—Professor
at Michigan’s Ferris State University placed
on leave for antisemitic social media posts,
including one tweet claiming “Covid19 is
another Jewish revolution.” 43
United States, January 2020—History
teacher at New York high school fired for
antisemitic remarks after she accused Israel
of “ethno-nationalist settler colonialism,” and
criticized the school for inviting “two white
men who run Reform congregations, both
of whom are Zionists,” to address a school
assembly on antisemitism.44

41

For more information on Palestinian antisemitic hate speech see Alternative Report of United Nations Watch to the 99th Session of the
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination for its review of State of Palestine, UN Watch (July 12, 2019), https://unwatch.
org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Alternative-Report-of-United-Nations-Watch-to-the-99th-Session-of-the-Committee-on-theElimination-of-Racial-Discrimination-for-its-review-of-State-of-Palestine.pdf.

42

Adi Schwartz and Einat Wilf, The War of Return, All Points Books (2020), pp. 122-126.

43

Jordan Williams, Professor in Michigan placed on leave after discovery of ‘racist, anti-Semitic and homophobic slurs,’ The Hill
(November 24, 2020), https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/527321-professor-in-michigan-placed-on-leave-after-discoveryof-racist-anti.

44

New York private school fires teacher for anti-Israel posts, obscene gesture at rabbis, JNS (January 13, 2020), https://www.jns.org/
new-york-private-school-fires-teacher-for-anti-israel-posts-obscene-gesture-at-rabbis/.
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United Kingdom, October 2019—Primary
school teacher fired for antisemitic remarks
after joking to her class, including 11 Jewish
students, about “sending them to the gas
chamber” if they did not finish their work.45
United Kingdom, May 2019—Computer
Science lecturer at the University of Essex
dismissed for antisemitic posts on Facebook,
including Holocaust denial and opposition to
the formation of a Jewish society on campus.46
Australia, February 2019—Lecturer at Sydney University fired for showing students an
image of the Israeli flag with a swastika on it.47
Canada, November 2018—Principal of girls’
school in Canada fired for putting on modern
adaptation of Merchant of Venice which materially exaggerated the antisemitic sentiment
in the original play, and where pupils and
parents in the audience were encouraged to
shout ‘Burn The Jews.’48
By contrast, there has been no indication by
UNRWA that it has fired any of its teachers committing comparable and worse forms of incitement.
If UNRWA wishes to demonstrate its genuine
commitment to basic norms of education in its
schools, it should stop systematically employing
schoolteachers and principals that routinely incite
racial hatred and terror.

UNRWA Staff Blatantly Violate
UN Rules
The UNRWA staff social media posts documented
in this report constitute a gross violation of United
Nations and UNRWA internal policies concerning
staff neutrality and impartiality.
Article 101(3) of the United Nations Charter
states that the “paramount consideration” in
employing staff is “securing the highest standards
of efficiency, competence and integrity.” The value
of integrity is central to the UN Staff Rules and
Staff Regulations, which require staff members to
“uphold the highest standards of . . . integrity.” This
includes, but is not limited to, “probity, impartiality,
fairness, honesty and truthfulness in all matters
affecting their work and status.” 49 This value is
again reflected in Regulation 1.2(f) which requires
staff to remain neutral and impartial, especially
with respect to public pronouncements.
Moreover, UNRWA’s own Staff Regulations
expressly incorporate this UN “neutrality rule”
for its staff, stating in Area Regulation 1.4 that staff
must “avoid any action and in particular any kind
of public pronouncement which may adversely
reflect on their status or integrity, independence or
impartiality which are required by that status.” 50
Area Staff Regulation 1.7 also prohibits staff
from engaging in “any political activity which is
inconsistent with or might reflect upon the independence and impartiality required by their status.” As
recognized by UNRWA on its website, neutrality is
defined as not taking sides in hostilities or engaging
in “controversies of a political, racial, religious or
ideological nature.” 51

45

Matt Drake, Teacher sacked ‘after gas chamber joke to Jewish pupils,’ Independent (October 16, 2019), https://www.independent.
co.uk/news/uk/home-news/teacher-sacked-gas-chamber-newberries-primary-school-hertfordshire-a9157896.html.

46

UK lecturer accused of anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial is dismissed, Times of Israel (May 29, 2019), https://www.timesofisrael.
com/uk-lecturer-accused-of-anti-semitism-holocaust-denial-is-dismissed/.

47

Aaron Bandler, Australian University Fires Lecturer for Adding Swastika to Israeli Flag on Lecture Slide, Jewish Journal (February
15, 2019), https://jewishjournal.com/news/world/293990/australian-university-fires-lecturer-for-adding-swastika-to-israeli-flagon-lecture-slide/.

48

Headmistress sacked after ‘anti-Semitic’ Merchant of Venice offends parents, The Telegraph (November 1, 2018), https://www.
telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/11/01/former-british-private-school-head-fired-new-role-anti-semitic/.

49

UN Staff Regulation 1.2(b), UN HR Portal (Last visited September 10, 2019), https://hr.un.org/handbook/staff-rules.

50

Area staff regulations, UNRWA (January 1, 2018), https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/area_staff_regulations_
effective_01jan2018.pdf.

51

UNRWA and neutrality, UNRWA (December 1, 2018), https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/content/resources/unrwa_
neutrality_factsheet_2018_final_eng.pdf; see also OCHA on Message: Humanitarian Principles, UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (June 2012), https://docs.unocha.org/sites/dms/Documents/OOM-humanitarianprinciples_eng_June12.
pdf.
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UNRWA’s staff rules also make clear that its
staff is expected to maintain neutrality both in
public and in private conduct. Area Staff Personnel
Directive A/1/Part V(1) states “staff members are
required to maintain at all times, in both their
official and their private conduct, the independence
and impartiality which is implicit in their status as
Agency staff.” Thus, these rules clearly cover whatever is posted by UNRWA staff on their personal
social media accounts, whether or not the posts are
publicly viewable due to personal privacy settings.
The incendiary Facebook posts by UNRWA
personnel that are documented in this report—
supporting, glorifying and legitimizing the demonization and murder of Israelis and Jews—is a gross
violation of this duty of neutrality. These United
Nations employees are openly taking sides in the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict and engaging in political, racial, religious or ideological controversies.

of racism and terrorism. We are not aware that
UNRWA has dismissed any of the staff featured in
our previous reports or that it has ever undertaken a
comprehensive review of UNRWA staff social media
profiles for inciting material.
UNRWA’s responses to date have at most given
the appearance of taking action while ignoring
the magnitude of the problem and its more serious underpinnings, being the fact that UNRWA
continues to hire and employ these individuals.
UNRWA’s failure to take meaningful action on this
issue, particularly after having been supplied with
documented examples, at the very least renders it
complicit in its staff members’ misconduct.

UNRWA Itself May be in
Violation of Neutrality
Obligations
As a UN humanitarian agency, UNRWA itself
may also be in violation of these paramount
principles of neutrality. Indeed, on its website,
UNRWA proclaims that “neutrality is essential for
implementing [its] mandate” to “assist and protect
Palestine refugees.” 52 UNRWA further represents
that “it has a legal framework for operations that
requires neutrality of” staff, third parties, facilities
and beneficiaries, and notes donor conditions
relating to neutrality.53 This is followed by a list of
UNRWA’s “processes and mechanisms” to ensure
staff neutrality, including interviews, meetings,
monitoring and investigations. But none of this
directly addresses the problem of incitement to
antisemitism or terrorism, whether perpetrated
online or in the classroom.54
While UNRWA may arrange to remove many
of their employees’ Facebook posts after being
exposed by UN Watch, this fails to address the core
problem: that UNRWA systematically puts teachers
in front of a classroom who are active supporters

52

UNRWA and neutrality, UNRWA (December 1, 2018), https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/content/resources/unrwa_
neutrality_factsheet_2018_final_eng.pdf.

53

Id.

54

Id.
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Recommendations for Donor States
In its announcement to renew funding to UNRWA,
the U.S. said it was “deeply committed” to ensuring
that its partnership with UNRWA “promotes neutrality, accountability, and transparency.” 55 Now
is the time for the U.S. to demand that neutrality,
accountability and transparency. At a minimum,
the U.S. should:
Demand that UNRWA adopt a zero-tolerance
policy for employees who incite racism or
murder by immediately terminating them,
and to prominently publicize, on its website
and social media, these and other actions it
is taking to root out this insidious conduct by
UN staff, including the perpetrators listed in
Annex A;
Demand that UN Secretary-General António
Guterres and UNRWA Commissioner-General Philippe Lazzarini immediately condemn
their employees’ incitement to terrorism and
antisemitism;
Demand that UNRWA conduct a thorough
investigation of its facilities and put an
immediate stop to all antisemitic or terrorist-inciting activities and images found there;

Work with UNRWA to implement effective
monitoring and controls to ensure the neutrality of UNRWA facilities and staff and make
public its activities in this regard;
Establish, in concert with other like-minded
donor states, an independent and impartial
investigation with the mandate to examine
the nature and extent of incitement to
antisemitism and terrorism among UNRWA
teachers and other staff, and to recommend
remedial action;
Demand that UNRWA be in full compliance
with its neutrality obligations prior to releasing any further funds to UNRWA; and
Determine and disclose which of the people
identified by UN Watch as having posted
antisemitism and terrorist incitement on
social media, in this report and all previous
reports (see full list in attached Annex A),
is still employed by UNRWA, and thereby
potentially being funded by them.

Demand that UNRWA undertake a comprehensive review of the social media profiles of
all UNRWA staff for content that violates UN
and UNRWA neutrality;

55
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Anthony J. Blinken, The United States Restores Assistance for the Palestinians, U.S. Department of State (April 7, 2021), https://
www.state.gov/the-united-states-restores-assistance-for-the-palestinians/.
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UNRWA Staff Exposed In This Report
1.

Nahed Sharawi
Math Teacher at UNRWA in Gaza

2.

Ibrahim Sabbagh
(Abu Khalil) works at UNRWA in
Syria

3.

Shady Shehada
Project Engineer at UNRWA in Gaza

4.

Ahmad Almasri
Lab Worker at UNRWA in Jordan

5.

Sarah Mousa
Intern Engineer at UNRWA in West
Bank

6.

Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh
Math Teacher at UNRWA in Jordan

7.

Maya Mahahi

14. Esraa Abedalraheem
English Teacher at UNRWA in Syria

15. Husni Masri
Teacher at UNRWA in the West
Bank

16. Nidal Krayyem
English Teacher at UNRWA in Gaza

17. Fatima Abu Mufreh
Math Teacher at UNRWA in Lebanon

18. Fahed Momo
Administrative Assistant at UNRWA
in Gaza

19. Mohammed M.
Alhourani
Head of Health Center at UNRWA in
Jordan

English Teacher at UNRWA in Syria

8.

Abdul Salam
Muhammad Alimat
(Abu Alim)
Arabic Teacher at UNRWA in Jordan

9.

“Allah the Helper”
[A pseudonym], works at UNRWA in
Gaza

20. Akram Ayoub
Project Assistant at UNRWA Gaza

21. Nadim Elhaj
Administrator at UNRWA in
Lebanon

22. Awad Abedallah
School Principal and Teacher at
UNRWA in Syria

10. Abu Arafa Abu Sorour
Works at UNRWA in West Bank

11. Hossam Ahmed
Works at UNRWA in Syria

12. Mohammad Atiyea
Instructor at UNRWA in West Bank

13. Ayat Said
Web Developer at UNRWA in Gaza
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1

Nahed Sharawi
Math Teacher at UNRWA, Posts Hitler Video

Nahed Sharawi is listed as a mathematics teacher at UNRWA in Gaza.56 She posts a classical antisemitic
story depicting Jews as scheming thieves. She also posts a photo of Hitler along with inspirational quotes
meant to “enlighten and enrich” her friends’ minds.

1.1 Video features Hitler with “enlightening” quotes 57
Nahed Sharawi posted a video of Hitler depicting
him as an inspirational philosopher. One of the
quotes reads, “If they stab you in the back, you know
you are in the front.” The quote recalls an antisemitic conspiracy theory, the stab-in-the-back myth
that circulated in Germany after 1918, accusing the
Jews of betraying Germany and causing it to lose
the First World War. The accompanying caption
endorses the video and the quotes, which were
chosen to “enrich and enlighten your minds and
thoughts.”
Although the post has been either removed or
made private, the screenshot appears here.
Translation

Top: “If you’ve been stabbed in the back, know that
you are in the front.”—Hitler
Bottom: We’ve selected them for you so that you can
enrich and enlighten your thoughts and minds in its
eighteenth part

56

Nahed Sharawi, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/nada.alsabah.503/about.

57

Nahed Sharawi, Facebook (February 13, 2018), https://www.facebook.com/nada.alsabah.503/posts/1499392643511654.
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1.2 Antisemitic story 58
Nahed Sharawi posted this story, which begins by
depicting a Jew as trying to corrupt his Muslim
neighbor into “mocking Muslims,” a charge which
itself can incite terrorism as demonstrated by the
October 2020 beheading of a French history teacher
after he showed his class controversial cartoons
about the Prophet Muhammad. Sharawi’s story
portrays the Jew as dishonest, scheming and a thief:
he gave the Muslim (the “pious man”) a ring, then
stole it, threw it in the ocean, and demanded it back
from the Muslim. Ultimately, the Muslim finds the
ring in the belly of a fish he caught and presents it to
the Jew, who is so stunned that he converts to Islam.

58

Partial Translation

The Jew wanted to plot against his neighbor in order
to mock the Muslims.
The Jew went to the man and said to him:
Keep this ring until I return from my travels. The
man responded: If you want something done, say a
prayer for the Prophet [first]. In those days, rings
were unique and there were no two identical rings,
because the ones who made them were skilled workers, and never made two rings that were the same.
The Jew monitored the house of the pious man
until all those within had left, and then entered and
searched for the ring until he found it.
In those days, there wasn’t much furniture, and
doors didn’t lock. It was easy to steal things. So, the
Jew left with the ring, taking it along on a boat in a
sea that was nearby, and when he was in the middle
of the sea, he threw the ring overboard.
The Jew returned and went to the man in order
to ask for the ring back. The man had returned from
work.
The Jew said: I want my ring.
The pious man said: If you want something done,
say a prayer for the Prophet [first].
The Jew said: I want my ring now.
[…]
And the pious man said:
Through your plotting you managed to steal the
ring and throw it into the sea… and Allah, with His
might, was able to cause the ring to end up in the
belly of a fish, which I have fished… didn’t I tell you
that if you want something done, say a prayer for the
Prophet [first]?
And the Jew said:
You were right, O neighbor of mine, and I testify
that there is no god other than Allah, and that
Muhammad is the messenger of Allah!!

Nahel Sharawi, Facebook (September 3, 2017, 10:08 PM), https://www.facebook.com/nada.alsabah.503/posts/1351684991615754.
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2

Ibrahim Sabbagh (Abu Khalil)
UNRWA Teacher in Syria, Incites Violence &
Rejects Israel’s Right to Exist

Ibrahim Sabbagh (Abu Khalil) lists himself only as working at UNRWA in Syria. However, he is also a
member of the group “English Teachers of UNRWA,” indicating that he is actually an English teacher at
UNRWA.59 He posts a video inciting violence against Israel and an image denying Israel’s right to exist.

2.1 Shares propaganda video that incites terrorism 60
2.1.1 Screenshot of Hamas terrorists
The video posted by this UNRWA teacher features
graphic scenes of violence, including armed Hamas
fighters, children carrying weapons, and children
decorating rockets which will be aimed at Israel. It
threatens that Palestinians will not remain “dispossessed refugees” but that they are “returning,”
presumably to reclaim Israeli lands through armed
resistance as depicted in the video.
Translation

Good evening
We will not remain dispossessed refugees
We are returning

59

Ibrahim Sabbagh (Abu Khalil), Facebook Profile (last visited November 16, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/ebraheem.sabbagh.

60

Ibrahim Sabbagh, Facebook (June 24, 2019, 1:49 PM), https://www.facebook.com/ebraheem.sabbagh/posts/1314833582007588.
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2.1.2 Screenshot of child shooting gun

2.2 Palestine will take back its
land 61
In this March 30, 2020 post, Ibrahim Sabbagh
shares an image of a Palestinian holding a key,
symbolizing “return” along with the caption: “We
shall return to the land”; “The land is ours and we
will return to it”; and the reference to “27,000”
kilometers. The message is that Palestinians reject
Israel’s right to exist, and vow to reclaim the entire
area that is now the State of Israel. The burning tire
is a symbol of violence, and along with the barbed
wire fence, recalls the hostile “March of Return”
border confrontations. The post is a call to arms.
Translation

2.1.3 Screenshot of children carrying
weapons

61

We shall return to the land
The land is ours, and we will return to it
27,000 square kilometers

Ibrahim Sabbagh, Facebook (March 30, 2020, 6:47 PM), https://www.facebook.com/ebraheem.sabbagh/posts/1765050466985895.
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3

Shady Shehada
Project Engineer at UNRWA in Gaza, Celebrates Munich Massacre
of Israeli Olympic Athletes

Shady Shehada lists himself as a project engineer at UNRWA in Gaza. He also lists himself as a former
project engineer at UNDP.62 He glorifies the 1972 Munich Massacre in which Palestinian terrorists
ruthlessly murdered 11 Israeli Olympic athletes.

3.1 Glorifying Munich Massacre 63
UNRWA engineer Shady Shehada celebrated the
1972 Munich Massacre. On the anniversary of
that event, September 5, 2020, he posted images
in which eight members of the Black September
Palestinian terrorist group killed 11 Israeli Olympic
athletes. Shady Shehada exalts the terrorist murder
as “a glory that will last forever.”
Translation

[48 years ago] today, Black September men brought
the Palestinian cause into every home, everywhere
in the world, rattled the thrones of the mightiest
intelligence agencies in the universe, and brought
glory that will last forever.

62

Shady Shehada, Facebook Profile (last visited October 29, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/m.shadys/about.

63

Shady Shehada, Facebook (September 5, 2020, 8:30 PM), https://www.facebook.com/m.shadys/posts/10158607259924861.
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3.2 Calls for carrying of arms against Israel 64
In this post opposing Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas as too moderate, UNRWA
employee Shady Shehada accuses Abbas of “criminaliz[ing] the revolutionaries’ possession of arms to
use against the occupier.” This endorses Palestinian
terrorism against Israel, which according to Shehada should not be a crime.
Partial Translation

Why are we against President Abbas?
…
- He’s destroyed the Fatah movement and criminalized the revolutionaries’ possession of arms to use
against the occupier.
- He eliminates and arrests all honorable, patriotic
and free individuals who call for correcting the
path he is taking, which correspond nicely with
the goals of the occupation

64

Shady Shehada, Facebook (September 23, 2020, 12:03 PM), https://www.facebook.com/m.shadys/posts/10158649052069861.
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4

Ahmad Almasri
UNRWA Laboratory Worker, Praises Terrorist & Erases Israel From
the Map

Ahmad Almasri is listed as a Laboratory Technician at UNRWA in Jordan.65 He honors a Palestinian
airplane hijacker and erases Israel from the map.

4.1 Honors airplane hijacker Theresa Al-Halasa 66
In this post, Ahmad Almasri celebrates Theresa
Al-Halasa who died on March 28, 2020. She was
one of four Palestinian terrorists who carried out
the 1972 hijacking of Belgian Sabena Flight 571 en
route to Tel Aviv. A 22-year-old Israeli passenger
was killed in the course of the hijacking and ensuing
Israeli rescue operation. Al-Halasa was convicted
by an Israeli court and sentenced to life imprisonment but was released four years later in a prisoner
exchange. While the text concerns Al-Halasa,
referred to as “the Jordanian female fighter” who is
now “in Allah’s protection,” the photo is of another
famous Palestinian terrorist—Dalal Mughrabi—who
participated in the 1978 Coastal Road Massacre
in which 38 Israelis, including 13 children, were
murdered.
Translation

The Jordanian female fighter from Karak, Theresa
Al-Halasa, is in Allah’s protection.

65

Ahmad Almasri, Facebook Profile (last visited November 9, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/Masss.560/about.

66

Ahmad Almasri, Facebook (March 28, 2020, 6:14 PM), https://www.facebook.com/Masss.560/posts/2013609158783980.
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4.2 Shows Israel being removed from the map 67
Ahmad Almasri posts a map erasing Israel. The
map depicts a Palestinian in the form of a cartoon
meme—the same as the one used by the official BDS
movement—stomping into Israel and literally kicking it into the Mediterranean Sea. This is confirmed
by the caption “They kept it for your children…full,
from the river to the sea.” The obvious message is
that Israel will be conquered by the Palestinians and
wiped off the map.
Translation

They kept it for your children… full, from the river to
the sea, and from Ras a-Naqoura to Umm Rashrash.

67

Ahmad Almasri, Facebook (July 18, 2020, 2:03 AM), https://www.facebook.com/Masss.560/posts/2127951934016368.
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5

Sarah Mousa
UNRWA Intern Engineer, Glorifies Terrorists

Sarah Mousa is listed as an Intern Engineer at UNRWA.68 She glorifies terrorists and erases Israel from
the map.

5.1 Glorifies PFLP leader Ghassan Kanafani
In these posts from April and July 2020, Sarah
Mousa honors and glorifies Palestinian terrorist
Ghassan Kanafani, a leading member of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (“PFLP”),
which is recognized internationally as a terrorist
group. The PFLP is known for pioneering airplane
hijackings in the 1960s and 1970s and was behind
the Lod Airport Massacre in which 26 people were
killed and 80 injured. Sarah Mousa repeats inspirational quotes from Kanafani and labels him “the
leader” and “role model” with heart emojis. In her
post 5.1.2, this UNRWA employee rejects negotiations and glorifies violence and martyrdom: “You
don’t really mean peace talks…Glory and eternity
to the martyrs.”

68

20

Sarah Mousa, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/sarah.mousa.95/about.
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5.1.1 69

5.1.2 70

Translation

Top: The leader… the man
The role model
Middle: You don’t really mean peace talks, you mean
capitulation

Partial Translation

On the 48th anniversary of your death
…

Bottom: Freedom from [all] forms of imperialism…
dignity, honor, human rights: basic things, like life
itself.
April 8, 1936–the anniversary of the birth of the
fighter Ghassan Kanafani
Glory and eternity to the martyrs
#The_Renewal

And just as the lion cubs of Palestine in the [refugee]
camps would sing, “Ghassan… Ghassan… Ghassan,
teach of the love of the [Palestinian] cause,” you
were the one who championed the idea! “May the
bodies fall, not the idea.”
# Ghassan_The_Role_Model

69

Sarah Mousa, Facebook (July 7, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/sarah.mousa.95/posts/2699315097060631.

70

Sarah Mousa, Facebook (April 8, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/sarah.mousa.95/posts/2618470568478418.
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5.2 Post eliminating Israel from the map 71
In this post commemorating the Palestinian Nakba,
the “catastrophe” of the founding of the State of
Israel, Sarah Mousa displays a map that erases
Israel. The accompanying text claims that the
entire territory—the “27,027 km” that includes the
Palestinian Authority and all of today’s Israel—is
the Palestinian homeland “from the river to the
sea.” The UNRWA employee longs for the days when
Israeli cities like Haifa, Jaffa and Acre will belong
to Palestine.
Translation of Selected Excerpts

The area of Palestine is 27,027 kilometers, and we
want the 27 meters before the 27,000 kilometers.
72 years… and our Palestine is from the river to
the sea, and doesn’t change…
You will remain alive to breathe in the fragrance
of the oranges of Jaffa once again…
To stand atop the walls of Acre and face the blue
waves…
To see the Galilee, Lydda and Ramla… and set
foot on the Carmel mountains in Haifa… you live in
the triangle [area] and in Gaza.

71
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Sarah Mousa, Facebook (May 14, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/sarah.mousa.95/posts/2650948551897286.
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Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh
Math Teacher at UNRWA in Jordan, Incites Terrorism

Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh lists himself as a Math Teacher at UNRWA.72 He glorifies the terrorist Omar
Abu Laila who stabbed an Israeli soldier to death, stole his weapon, and killed both the soldier and a
passing Israeli civilian..

6.1 Glorifies terrorist Omar Abu Laila 73
In a November 14, 2020 post, UNRWA teacher
Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh glorifies Palestinian terrorist Omar Abu Laila who murdered Israeli soldier
Gal Keidan, stole his rifle and then shot and killed
Rabbi Ettinger, a 47-year-old Israeli father of 12
children. The post is directed to the “young men”
who fired guns in celebration of an election, comparing their shooting to that of the terrorist Omar
Abu Laila. Abu Laila is portrayed as a role model for
the young boys. He is described as “the prodigy, the
free martyr, the hero,” greater than “Arab generals”
and “more powerful than armies.” The post incites
youth to violence by proclaiming that Abu Laila
was “a child” but “bigger than a galaxy.” It adds that
“bullets” are the path for Palestine.

his bullets at the Israeli army, taking down three
of them... he is the one who stole the automatic
rifle and kept it hidden from view… he knew his
inevitable fate, but before Allah and Palestine, he
completed his duty. Omar Abu Laila was greater
than the Arab generals, and he was more powerful
than armies and airborne missiles. He was a child,
but he was bigger than a galaxy.”
…
We had one cause, Palestine... We had only one path
for our bullets, Palestine.

Partial Translation

Omar Abu Laila did not appear at an election event
or at an evening party… he was seventeen years old,
but the bloodstained Palestinian, the prodigy, the
free martyr, the hero... Do you know what he did?
Just like you, he shot bullets... but he didn’t shoot
them in the air for an electoral seat... or for a life as
a legislator, producing disappointments. Omar shot

72

Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh, Facebook Profile (last visited November 17, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/aaaaabufraih.

73

Saeed Khalaf Abu Freh, Facebook (November 14, 2020, 12:26 PM), https://www.facebook.com/aaaaabufraih/
posts/1538871049656869.
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7

Maya Mahahi
UNRWA English Teacher, Glorifies Terrorism

Maya lists herself as an English teacher at UNRWA in Syria.74 She incites terrorism with her post
praising the terrorist Omar Abu Laila who murdered an Israeli soldier, stole his weapon, and shot dead
an Israeli father of 12.

7.1 Glorifies terrorist Omar Abu Laila 75
Maya Mahahi glorifies the Palestinian terrorist
Omar Abu Laila, who on March 17, 2019, stabbed an
Israeli soldier to death, stole his weapon, and killed
both the soldier and a passing Israeli civilian—Rabbi
Ahiad Ettinger, a 47-year-old father of 12 children.
On March 20, 2019, a few days after the incident,
UNRWA teacher Maya Mahahi venerated Abu Laila
as a person of courage “who taught us manhood”
and is “borne of the name of bravery.” She also
congratulated his parents.
The text in the photo lionizes Abu Laila as a
“heroic martyr.”

Bottom: The heroic martyr
Omar Amin Yusuf Abu Laila
The one who carried out the heroic operation in
Salfit

Translation

Top: Ye who had borne the name and the bravery of
Omar, may Allah bring you into His house…
Congratulations to Palestine
Congratulations to your parents
His mother, the raiser of men
Omar, you’ve taught us what manhood is

74

Maya Mahahi, Facebook Profile (last visited November 16, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/maya.mhahi.

75

Maya Mahahi, Facebook (March 29, 2019, 8:01 PM), https://www.facebook.com/maya.mhahi/posts/366381347421271.
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Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat
(Abu Alim)
Arabic Teacher at UNRWA, Advocates Violence & Antisemitism

Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat lists himself as an Arabic teacher at UNRWA in Jordan.76 His posts
advocate violence and promote antisemitism.

8.1 Advocates using weapons instead of pursuing negotiations 77
In this post from May 15, 2020, the day Palestinians
commemorate the creation of the State of Israel as
their “Nakba”, or catastrophe, UNRWA teacher
Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat denounces peace
and advocates violence. “There is no solace for those
sitting at the filthy peace tables,” he writes. “There
is one way, we know it, there is no choice between
spirit and weapons.” The message is to reject peace
and fight with weapons, the “one way.”
Translation

Patience, patience, O Children of the Stones, there is
no solace for those sitting at the filthy peace tables.
There is one way, we know it, there is no choice
between spirit and weapons
#A-Nakba #Palestine

76

Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat, Facebook Profile, (last visited November 9, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/abdalslam.
mohammad.

77

Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat, Facebook (May 15, 2020, 8:32 PM), https://www.facebook.com/abdalslam.mohammad/
posts/10225004886374154.
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8.2 Promotes antisemitism 78
In this post from November 2019, UNRWA teacher
Alimat promotes antisemitism, accusing the Jews of
oppressing the entire Arab world by quoting Allah
Tulfah, the former governor of Baghdad: “I find it
distressing to see 120 million Arabs subdued by a
million Jewish vagabonds.” The post also repeats a
quote from a mid-19th century pamphlet that Allah
should never have created the Jews, and equating
them with flies. The language is antisemitic and
reminiscent of Nazi terminology dehumanizing the
Jews by calling them vermin.
Partial Translation

In an interview with the Arab philosopher and intellectual Kheir Allah Tulfah, the uncle of the glorious
leader, Saddam Hussein, who was steeped in Arab
nationalism, Tulfah begins by saying the following:
“I find it distressing to see one hundred and twenty
million Arabs subdued by a million Jewish vagabonds.” We note that he was made governor of the
capital of Baghdad, and the following was etched
into his chair:
“There were three things that Allah should
never have created: The Persian, the Jew, and the
fly.” This was a quote from a ten-page pamphlet
he had written, which was printed in the middle
of the previous century, and reprinted by the Iraqi
government in 1981, during Saddam Hussein’s reign,
at the beginning of the Iran-Iraq War.

78
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Abdul Salam Muhammad Alimat, Facebook (November 21, 2019, 4:02 PM), https://www.facebook.com/abdalslam.mohammad/
posts/10222819134491723.
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“Allah the Helper”
UNRWA Employee, Endorses Violence

“Allah the Helper” (a pseudonym) lists himself as an employee at UNRWA.79 He posts numerous photos
endorsing violence.

9.1 Photos with weapons and endorsement of rockets 80
This UNRWA teacher’s profile contains numerous
photos of him practicing with automatic weapons,
indicating support for violence and possible membership in a terrorist organization. A post from
September 15, 2019, specifically endorses rocket
attacks on Israel—“one missile is enough to topple
Netanyahu.” A number of terrorist rockets and mortars were fired from Gaza into Israel in September
2019, including one that sent Netanyahu running
for shelter during an election campaign rally in the
southern Israeli city of Ashdod.81 A June 2019 photo
shows the UNRWA teacher aiming his weapon with
the hashtags “#We await the sign; #Allah; #The one
seeking help,” indicating he is ready to shoot as soon
as he receives the instruction. The hashtags were
later removed.

9.1.1

Translation

One missile is enough to topple Netanyahu.

79

“Allah the Helper,” Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100035122758395
&sk=about.

80

“Allah the Helper,” Facebook (September 15, 2019, 7:49 PM), https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=182370512943706&set
=pb.100035122758395.-2207520000..&type=3; “Allah the Helper,” Facebook (June 28, 2019, 9:25 PM), https://www.facebook.com/
photo?fbid=162209104959847&set=pb.100035122758395.-2207520000.

81

Rockets fires from Gaza set off sirens fall short of border fence IDF says, Times of Israel (October 5, 2019), https://www.timesofisrael.
com/rockets-fired-from-gaza-set-off-sirens-fall-short-of-border-fence-idf-says/; Lahav Harkov, Netanyahu rushed off Ashdod stage
after Gaza rockets fired at city, Jerusalem Post (September 11, 2019), https://www.jpost.com/breaking-news/rocket-sirens-soundin-ashkelon-and-ashdod-601243.
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9.1.2 82

Translation

# We await the sign
# Allah
# The one seeking help

9.2 Glamorizes violence 83
The UNRWA teacher’s post from November 13, 2019
depicts a bloodied soldier with his weapon. The
accompanying text—“Do you think victory comes
without hardship, without sacrifice, without skulls
and limbs scattered about…”—implies that the only
way to be victorious in the Palestinian struggle is
through violence and martyrdom. Those who think
victory is possible without scattering skulls and
limbs “must not come anywhere near us because
they will be a burden”—a clear message against the
path of peace and non-violence.
Translation

Do you think victory will come without hardship,
without sacrifice, and without skulls and limbs
scattered about…
Whoever thinks that must not come anywhere
near us...
Because he will be a burden on us…
And the future belongs to the righteous.

82

Image modified after this screenshot was taken on November 5, 2020.

83

“Allah the Helper,” Facebook (November 13, 2019), https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=198254848021939
&set=a.155627955617962&type=3&theater.
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Abu Arafa Abu Sorour
UNRWA Employee, Posts Antisemitic Video

Abu Arafa Abu Sorour lists himself as working at UNRWA.84 He shares an antisemitic video that uses
Jerusalem’s Al-Aqsa Mosque to incite violence.

10.1 Antisemitic Video 85
Abu Arafa Abu Sorour posts a cartoon video of an
Israeli soldier denying a Muslim woman entry to
Al-Aqsa Mosque but allowing a Jewish man to pass.
The soldier is depicted with a Jewish Star of David
on his armor and helmet and with a stereotypically
large nose. The soldier is seen violently confronting
the woman. The Muslim woman finally passes after
she distracts the soldier by claiming there is a gift
behind him, insinuating the classical stereotype
that Jews are greedy. When the soldier turns
around, the woman beats, humiliates and steps on
the soldier. The video concludes with the statement
that it is okay to lie to the enemy.
The Al-Aqsa Mosque is a flashpoint that has
been used to incite violence and terrorist attacks.
The rights of Jews to visit the Temple Mount Plaza
outside the Al-Aqsa Mosque are highly restricted
due to the potential for violence. In the past, when
prominent Jewish or Israeli figures, such as former
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon or Temple Mount
activist and former MK Yehuda Glick, have visited
the area, or when Israel has restricted Muslim
access to the area for security, this has sparked
incitement and violence on the Palestinian side.
Therefore, a cartoon that depicts an Israeli soldier

preventing a Muslim woman from entering the
area—while allowing in a Jewish man—is intended
to incite anti-Israeli hatred and violence.

84

Abu Arafa Abu Sorour, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1000221170816
39&sk=about.

85

Abu Arafa Abu Sorour, Facebook (December 8, 2017, 1:21 PM), https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=16934930381
2305&id=100022117081639.
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11

Hossam Ahmed
UNRWA Employee, Justifies Nazi Murder of Jews

Hossam Ahmed is listed as working at UNRWA in Syria.86 He reposts an antisemitic story about Jews
burying Russian soldiers alive during World War II.

11.1 Antisemitic prisoner grave digging story 87
In October 2017, UNRWA employee Hossam Ahmed
posted this antisemitic libel which endorses the
Nazi genocide against the Jews. The false story
alleges that when Russian prisoners were asked by
Nazi guards to bury Jews alive, they refused, while
Jews had no problem burying the Russian prisoners
alive when ordered to do so. During the course of the
burial, the German guards stopped the Jews and
shouted to the Russians “I just wanted you to know
who the Jews are and why we are fighting them!”
Translation

In 1941, the Germans made us dig deep pits in the
ground. When we finished doing what they wanted,
they brought a group of Jews, threw them into the
pits, and ordered us to bury them. We refused to
carry out this atrocious act, so the Germans ordered
to have us thrown in instead of the Jews and
ordered them to bury us. The Jews began to pour
dirt on us without hesitation. We would have been
nearly covered in dirt, had the Germans not stopped
them and taken us out. To our astonishment, the
German commander shouted at us: ‘I just wanted
you to know who the Jews are and why we are
fighting them!’

86

Hossam Ahmed, Facebook Profile (last visited November 9, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010605763341&s
k=about.

87

Hossam Ahmed, Facebook (October 31, 2017, 10:23 PM), https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=520737468289774
&id=100010605763341.
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Mohammad Atiyea
Instructor at UNRWA, Commemorates Palestinian Murderers of
Jews

Mohammad Atiyea lists himself as an instructor at UNRWA in the West Bank.88 He commemorates
Palestinian murderers of Jews during the 1929 riots.

12.1 Commemorates terrorists 89
On June 17, 2020, Mohammad Atiyea commemorated the execution—calling it “martyrdom”—of
three Palestinians who had committed particularly
brutal murders of Jews in Safed and Hebron during
the 1929 Palestinian anti-Jewish riots in which 130
Jews were massacred.
Translation

The 90th anniversary of the execution of the martyrs of the Al-Buraq Revolution
Fuad Hijazi / Ata A-Zeir / Muhammad Jamjum
Day: Tuesday / Date: June 17, 1930
The Palestinians are still paying the price

88

Mohammad Atiyea, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/mohammad.atiyea/about.

89

Mohammed Atiyea, Facebook (June 17, 2020, 8:58 PM), https://www.facebook.com/mohammad.atiyea/posts/1015839300904376.
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13

Ayat Said
UNRWA Web Developer, Glorifies 1929 Anti-Jewish Attacks

Ayat Said lists himself as a web developer for UNRWA in Gaza.90 He celebrates the anniversary of the
Palestinian riots of 1929 in which 130 Jews were killed, and he lionizes the perpetrators as “heroes.”

13.1 Calls leaders of 1929 Palestinian riots “heroes” 91
On June 17, 2019, UNRWA web developer Ayat Said
commemorated the anniversary of the “Al-Buraq
Revolution,” the Palestinian term for a series of
Palestinian riots against Jews in 1929 in which 130
Jews were massacred. The three men lionized by
Ayat Said—as heroes who were “martyred”—were
convicted in 1930 by the British government for
committing, according to its report to the League
of Nations, “particularly brutal murders [of Jews]
at Safed and Hebron.

Translation

A funeral procession left the Acre prison… Muhammad Jamjoum and Fuad Hijazi…
Today marks the 88th anniversary of the martyrdom of the heroes of the Al-Buraq Revolution—Fuad
Hijazi, Muhammad Jamjoum, and Ata A-Zir, may
Allah have mercy on them.

90

Ayat Said, Facebook (June 17, 2019, 9:46 PM), https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2215762228736325
&id=100009077085107.

91

Ayat Said, Facebook (June 17, 2019, 9:46 PM), https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2215762228736325
&id=100009077085107.
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Esraa Abedalraheem
UNRWA English Teacher, Posts Content Teaching Children That
Israel Has No Right to Exist

Esraa Abedalraheem lists herself as working as an English Teacher for UNRWA.92 She has several posts
inciting children against Israel. The posts completely deny Israel’s right to exist.

14.1 Hamas propaganda video denying Israel’s right to exist 93
In this January 29, 2020 post, Esraa Abedalraheem shares a Hamas propaganda video by Sami
Mushtaha, a journalist for an affiliate of Al-Quds
TV—the Hamas propaganda network.94 The video
incites children to reject Israel’s right to exist.
In the video, Mushtaha asks several Palestinian
children what the capital of Israel is. The children
repeatedly deny Israel’s existence, saying, “What
Israel?” “There is no Israel,” “Israel is a creation of
America,” and “Israel belongs to us, not to the Jews.
He even offers a prize to the children if they will say
that Jerusalem is Israel’s capital, but they all refuse.
The video is directed at a child audience and
aims to educate Palestinian children that Israel
has no right to exist. The accompanying text reflects
Abedalraheem’s endorsement of this view. “No such
country as Israel,” she writes.

Translation

No such country as Israel
Al-Quds is our capital.
Al-Quds is the capital of Palestine, not of Israel…

92

Esraa Abedalraheem, Facebook Profile (last visited November 16, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/esraa.abedalraheem.

93

Esraa Abedalraheem, Facebook (January 2, 2020, 9:52 PM), https://www.facebook.com/esraa.abedalraheem/
posts/2549599028501039.

94

Sami Mushtaha, Facebook Profile (last visited November 18, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/samimushtaha/about.
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14.1.1 Screenshot of interview with
Palestinian boy 1

Sami Mushtaha: “So you mean to tell me there is no
country named Israel?”
Boy 1: “This country is a creation of America.”

14.1.3 Screenshot of interview with
Palestinian boy 3

Boy 3: “Israel belongs to us and not the Jews. This
is our land.”

14.1.4 Screenshot with group of
Palestinian children

14.1.2 Screenshot of interview with
Palestinian boy 2

Translation

Sami Mushtaha: “There is a country called Israel,
what is its capital city?”
Boy 2: “There is no such country called Israel.”
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We try to convince the children to say ‘Al-Quds is
the capital of Israel’ in exchange for a valuable prize,
but the children absolutely refuse.

14.2 Today’s lesson: Israel should not exist 95
This post from February 10, 2020, features a teacher
in front of a class of students pointing to a map on
the blackboard that erases Israel. The text of the
post affirms that Abedalraheem seeks to teach her
students that Israel should not exist, because every
“inch” of the territory (“27,027 km”) belongs to
Palestine. The text presents this as “today’s lesson,
and every day’s lesson.”
Translation

How are you, my children?
We begin today’s lesson, and every day’s lesson
This is Palestine (27,027 kilometers)
Not an inch less, it is all ours.

95

Esraa Abedalraheem, Facebook (February 10, 2020, 11:23 AM), https://www.facebook.com/esraa.abedalraheem/
posts/2574280132699595.
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15

Husni Masri
UNRWA Teacher in West Bank, Peddles Conspiracy That Jews Created COVID-19

Husni Masri lists himself as a teacher at UNRWA.96 He posts classical antisemitic tropes, such as accusing the Jews of controlling the world and creating the coronavirus to destroy Islam.

15.1 Conspiracy that Jews created coronavirus 97
This post from October 30, 2020, claims that
Jews created COVID-19 to prevent Muslims from
worship. It repeats classical antisemitic conspiracy
theories such as Jews—called “Masonic Zionists”—
own “90%” of the world’s gold and control the world.
The post accuses Jews of trying to destroy Islam, an
inflammatory charge that incites violence.
Translation of Selected Excerpts

Yes, corona is a Masonic Zionist plot, [conceived]
with the agreement of all the great powers which are
subject to it and which have normalized their ties
with it. Why wouldn’t it be? They now possess 90%
of all of the world’s gold! They replaced it with paper
money, which will devalue it, leading to mayhem
in the streets. They own the World Bank. In other
words, all countries are under their control…
…
The worst part of it, is that they seek to destroy
Islam, whatever the cost.

96

Husni Masri, Facebook Profile (last visited November 17, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/masricalling.

97

Husni Masri, Facebook (October 30, 2020, 9:22 AM), https://www.facebook.com/masricalling/posts/10158629663707068.
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Nidal Krayyem
English Teacher at UNRWA, Rejects Israel and Advocates Violence

Nidal Krayyem lists himself as an English teacher at UNRWA schools.98 While he also lists himself as
living in India, this appears to be fake information. His employment indicates he is an “academic English
instructor at Gaza Training College” and an “English Language Teacher at UNRWA schools” until the
present day. His posts deny Israel’s right to exist and advocate teaching violence to children.

16.1 Advocates teaching violence to Palestinian children 99
In this post, UNRWA teacher Nidal Krayyem
advocates violence by telling Palestinians to teach
their children that the only way to take Palestine is
“with force,” and “not weakly, tearfully, or through
supplication.” It also calls on Palestinians to teach
their children to emulate Ahed Tamimi, who was
convicted of assault for slapping and kicking Israeli
soldiers. After her release from prison, Tamimi
promoted violence and martyrdom, pledging “to
continue on the path of the martyrs, so that their
blood will not have been shed in vain. We shall
always continue on their path. I have pledged to
continue to make sacrifices, even sacrificing my life,
for the sake of liberating Palestine.

weakly, tearfully, or through supplication… Teach
them of the courage and strength of Ahed Tamimi
as she faced the soldiers of the occupation…

Partial Translation

O people, understand this—whatever had been
taken by force can only be retaken with force, and
if our children and [future] generations are brought
up on weakness, subservience and submissiveness,
neither Palestine nor lands other than Palestine will
be returned… Teach your children to be strong, to
demand their rights and to take them forcefully, not

98

Nidal Krayyem (Abo Wesam), Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/red.berry.378.

99

Nidal Krayyem, Facebook (May 17, 2018, 1:04 AM), https://www.facebook.com/red.berry.378/posts/1099703213504224.
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16.2 Advocates teaching teenagers that Israel should not exist 100
In this post, directed at teenagers, UNRWA teacher
Nidal Krayyem rejects the rights of the Jewish
people to self-determination in Israel by sharing a
video from Iraqi historian Ali Al-Nashmi, who promulgates antisemitic conspiracy theories.101 In the
text accompanying the video shared by Krayyem,
Al-Nashmi asserts that Jews have no rights in
Palestine, meaning that the State of Israel should
not exist.
Translation

Since when did the Jews have rights to Palestine?
Iraqi historian Ali A-Nashmi: “I will explain the
history of the Palestinians to several adolescents”

100

Nidal Krayyem, Facebook (September 26, 2020, 1:56 PM), https://www.facebook.com/red.berry.378/posts/1818748051599733.

101

Tamar Pileggi, Jewish conspiracy looting Mideast antiquities, say Arab archaeologists, Times of Israel (October 1, 2015), https://
www.timesofisrael.com/jewish-mafia-looting-mideast-antiquities/.
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Fatima Abu Mufreh
Math Teacher at UNRWA, Promotes Terrorism Against Israel

Fatima Abu Mufreh lists herself as a mathematics teacher at UNRWA.102 She endorses armed violence
against Israel.

17.1 Advocating terrorism against Israel 103
On May 15, 2018, Fatima Abu Mufreh shared a post
advocating armed violence against Israel. The post
rejects peace negotiations in favor of jihad: “After
today, nothing should speak other than the missiles
of the resistance, the rifles of its Jihad warriors,
and our tanned forearms.” The post endorses the
view that violence against Israel is the only way
forward, concluding “victory is near.”

Translation

The pen has collapsed.
The peace agreements have collapsed.
The useless negotiations have collapsed.
The banners of Palestine have been raised, and
after today, nothing should speak other than the
missiles of the resistance, the rifles of its Jihad
warriors, and our tanned forearms.
They wanted an open war against our people, so
let them get what they wanted.
Al-Quds is the eternal capital of Palestine and
victory is near.

102

Fatima Abu Mufreh, Facebook Profile (last visited November 9, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/fatima.abumufreh.7.

103

Fatima Abu Mufreh, Facebook (May 11, 2018, 2:53 PM), https://www.facebook.com/fatima.abumufreh.7/posts/171809566856958.
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18

Fahed Momo
UNRWA Administrative Assistant, Quotes Hitler & Denies Israel’s
Right to Exist

Fahed Momo lists himself as an Administrative Office Assistant at UNRWA.104 He praises Hitler, and
denies the rights of the Jewish people to self-determination in the State of Israel.

18.1 Video taking Golda Meir’s claims out of context to justify denying
Jewish rights in Israel 105
UNRWA employee Fahed Momo shares a video
which takes out of context statements made by
former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir, in order
to deny the rights of the Jewish people to self-determination in the State of Israel. The accompanying
text claims that there is no Israel.
In the video, Golda Meir describes the status of
Palestine under the British Mandate, noting that
its borders ran from the Mediterranean to the Iraqi
border and that there were only Jews and Arabs in
the land—no separate group called Palestinians—
and that the inhabitants all carried Palestinian
passports. Her point was that all residents of the
land at the time—Jews and Arabs—were equally
“Palestinian” and the Jewish founders of the
State of Israel were also “Palestinian.” However,
the text accompanying the video presents this as
“confessions of Golda Meir” that “there is no Israel,”
meaning the entire territory rightly belongs to
today’s Palestinians, i.e., not to the Jews.

Translation

Clear and honest words

104

Fahed Momo, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/fahed.momo.5/about.

105

Fahed Momo, Facebook (December 18, 2017, 8:12 PM), https://www.facebook.com/fahed.momo.5/posts/1357410924363311.
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18.2 Quoting advice from Hitler 106
A post by Fahed Momo from March 2017 portrays
Hitler as wise and inspirational. The post shares
advice from Hitler in the form of an alleged quote
from the mass murderer: “Don’t compare yourself
to others…if you do, you demean yourself.”
Translation

Adolf Hitler sayings: don’t compare yourself to
others… If you do, you demean yourself.

106

Fahed Momo, Facebook (March 22, 2017), https://www.facebook.com/fahed.momo.5/posts/112505545426552.
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19

Mohammed M. Alhourani
Head of Health Center at UNRWA, Promotes Antisemitism

Mohammed M. Alhourani is listed as the head of an UNRWA health center in Jordan.107 He posts an
antisemitic conspiracy theory asserting that wealthy Jews control the world, implying that they spent
millions of dollars to create the coronavirus. Aside from the overt antisemitism, it is alarming that a
health professional would propagate such lies relating to matters of public health.

19.1 Spreads antisemitic conspiracy about Jews creating
coronavirus 108
This post peddles a classical antisemitic conspiracy theory that wealthy Jews control the world. It
implies that an “international gang” of billionaire
Jewish families control the fate of the world and is
behind the coronavirus, which the post claims was
created in a lab at a cost of millions of dollars. Such
outrageous claims are all the more shocking given
that Mohammed M. Alhourani is in charge of an
UNRWA medical center in Jordan.

Translation of Selected Excerpts

The Secrets of Corona
Written by: Doctor Ihsan Al-Faqih
…

Firstly, the coronavirus is genetically modified
and produced in a laboratory where scientists and
researchers work to achieve the goals that were part
of the policies of a particular state, and millions of
dollars were spent to manufacture it.
…
Secondly, there is an international gang comprised of barbaric countries claiming to be civilized
and cultured, which are anything but ethical, and
famous billionaire families that control the fate of
the entire world, such as the (Jewish) Rothschild
and Rockefeller families and others. They don’t care
about people, ethics, religions or humanity. They
care only about filling their coffers with more gold
and dollar bills, and they’ve started believing that
they are the masters of the Earth…

107

Mohammed M. Alhourani, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/dr.alhourani/about.

108

Mohammed M. Alhourani, Facebook (August 30, 2020, 12:39 PM), https://www.facebook.com/dr.alhourani/
posts/1022107174685682.
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19.2 Refers to Jews as impure and longs for days they will be slaves
again 109
Alhourani posts a video of arrests made by IDF soldiers with an antisemitic caption claiming that the
Jews will ultimately be defeated and enslaved. The
post tells those being arrested not to cry because
“the day will come when [they] will urinate on their
[the Jews’] heads to purify them of their filth,” adding “they will return to you as slaves, as they once
were.” As non-Muslims, Jews are considered filthy
and impure.
Partial Translation

Do not cry, my son… The day will come when you
will urinate on their heads to purify them of their
filth… you are like a thousand men, my son, O Arab…
and they will return to you as slaves, as they once
were… patience, patience, I swear that I see this day
coming soon.

109

Mohammed M. Alhourani, Facebook (September 2, 2020, 12:42 AM), https://www.facebook.com/dr.alhourani/
posts/10221091952601955.
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20

Akram Ayoub
UNRWA Project Assistant, Celebrates Murderer

Akram Ayoub lists himself as a project assistant and storekeeper at UNRWA.110 His posts refer to Jews
as animals and celebrate as a “hero” a Palestinian who murdered three other Palestinians for allegedly
“collaborating” with Israel.

20.1 Praises terrorist Sami Abu Diak and all ‘heroic’ prisoners 111
In this post, UNRWA employee Akram Ayoub glorifies Palestinian killer Sami Abu Diak as a “hero.”
Abu Diak was convicted by an Israeli military court
of voluntary manslaughter, kidnapping, attempted
murder, opening fire on people, and other offenses
in 2002. He was associated with the terrorist wing
of the Palestinian Fatah faction, known as the
Al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigade. At the time of his death,
he was serving more than three life sentences for
the killings of three Palestinians accused of collaborating with Israel. Akram Ayoub’s post adds: “May
Allah have mercy on the martyrs and [bestow]
glory and freedom on the heroic prisoners.” The
referenced prisoners have all been convicted of terror-related crimes against Israelis, mostly murder
and attempted murder.

Translation

I offer my condolences and the condolences of the
Palestinian people for the martyrdom of the hero
and prisoner, Sami Abu Dayak, in the prisons of
the occupation, who died in chains, defending our
cause until his dying breath. May Allah have mercy
on the martyrs and [bestow] glory and freedom on
the heroic prisoners. We belong to Allah, and to Him
we return.

110

Akram Ayoub, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/akram.ayoup/about.

111

Akram Ayoub, Facebook (November 26, 2019, 9:56 AM), https://www.facebook.com/akram.ayoup/posts/1015701972543961.
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20.2 Referring to “Jewish animals” 112
In this July 2019 post, Akram Ayoub proclaims he
will “tear apart” the “Jewish animals.” Referring
to Jews as animals is antisemitic and reminiscent
of Nazi terminology portraying Jews as vermin.
Moreover, the post endorses violent attacks on Jews.

112

Translation

They are two words, I can’t conceal more than
that, to the Jewish animals, we will tear you apart.
Unfortunately, there is no emoticon that expresses
this… Peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah.

Akram Ayoub, Facebook (November 26, 2019, 9:56 AM), https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1207302916276114
&id=100009892516781.
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21

Nadim Elhaj
UNRWA Employee, Promotes Antisemitic Conspiracy Theories

Nadim Elhaj lists himself as an administration employee at UNRWA.113 He posts classical antisemitism.

21.1 Shares antisemitic video claiming wealthy Jews infiltrated
Bahrain 114
In September 2020, UNRWA employee Nadim Elhaj
posted an antisemitic video. The video opposes
Israel’s normalization with Bahrain by repeating
common antisemitic conspiracy theories about
wealthy Jews controlling the world. It asserts that
Zionist Jews achieved normalization with Bahrain
by using their wealth and influence to develop business relations with Bahraini leaders and to infiltrate
Bahrain’s government. The hashtag to this post
refers to Bahrain’s normalization of relations with
Israel as “treachery.”
Translation

25 Jews rule over Bahrain, with its king’s blessing
#Bahrain’s_Normalization_is_Treachery

113

Nadim Elhaj, Facebook Profile (last visited November 3, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/nadim.saleh.184/about.

114

Nadim Elhaj, Facebook (September 14, 2020, 6:05 PM), https://www.facebook.com/nadim.saleh.184/posts/10164050786895545.
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Awad Abedallah
UNRWA School Principal and Teacher, Posts Map Eliminating Israel

Awad Abedallah lists himself as a principal and teacher at an UNRWA school in Syria.115 He posts a map
erasing Israel.

22.1 Map eliminating Israel 116
In this post from January 31, 2020, UNRWA principal Awad Abedallah shares a map, entitled “The
Map of Arab Palestine,” which completely erases
Israel.
Translation

If the gunpowder shrieks, if the sky is lit up, do not say
there is thunder in the sky—those are Palestinians

115

Awad Abedallah, Facebook Profile (last visited November 16, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/awad.abedallah.

116

Awad Abedallah, Facebook (January 31, 2020, 12:47 PM), https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2765247483563468
&set=a.596295090458729&type=3&theater.
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Annex A
LIST OF UNRWA SCHOOL TEACHERS, PRINCIPALS AND OTHER STAFF
IDENTIFIED BY UN WATCH FOR INCITING ANTISEMITISM OR SUPPORTING
TERRORISM
1.

Name: NAHED SHARAWI. Position: UNRWA Gaza math teacher. Violation: Posts Hitler video.
Identified on: 2/8/2021.

2.

Name: IBRAHIM SABBAGH (ABU KHALIL). Position: UNRWA Syria teacher. Violation: Incites
violence against Israel and denies its right to exist. Identified on: 2/8/2021.

3.

Name: SHADY SHEHADA: Position: UNRWA Gaza project engineer. Violation: Celebrates Munich
Massacre. Identified on: 2/8/2021.

4.

Name: AHMAD ALMASRI. Position: UNRWA Jordan lab worker. Violation: Praises terrorist and
erases Israel from the map. Identified on: 2/8/2021.

5.

Name: SARAH MOUSA. Position: UNRWA West Bank engineer. Violation: Glorifies terrorists.
Identified on: 2/8/2021.

6.

Name: SAEED KHALAF ABU FREH. Position: UNRWA Jordan math teacher. Violation: Incites
terrorism. Identified on: 2/8/2021.

7.

Name: MAYA MAHAHI. Position: UNRWA Syria English Teacher. Violation: Glorifies terrorism.
Identified on: 2/8/2021.

8.

Name: ABDUL SALAM MUHAMMAD ALIMAT. Position: UNRWA Jordan Arabic teacher. Violation:
Promotes antisemitism. Identified on: 2/8/2021.

9.

Name: ABU ARAFA ABU SOROUR. Position: UNRWA West Bank employee. Violation: Posts antisemitism. Identified on: 2/8/2021.

10. Name: HOSSAM AHMED. Position: UNRWA Syria employee. Violation: Justifies Nazi murder of
Jews. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
11. Name: MOHAMMAD ATIYEA. Position: UNRWA West Bank teacher. Violation: Venerates terrorists.
Identified on: 2/8/2021.
12. Name: AYAT SAID. Position: UNRWA Gaza web developer. Violation: Glorifies anti-Jewish violence.
Identified on: 2/8/2021.
13. Name: ESRAA ABEDALRAHEEM. Position: UNRWA Syria English Teacher. Violation: Denies
Israel’s right to exist. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
14. Name: HUSNI MASRI. Position: UNRWA West Bank teacher. Violation: Posts antisemitism. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
15. Name: NIDAL KRAYYEM. Position: UNRWA Gaza English teacher. Violation: Denies Israel’s right
to exist and promotes violence. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
16. Name: FATIMA ABU MUFREH. Position: UNRWA Lebanon math teacher. Violation: Endorses
terrorism. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
17. Name: FAHED MOMO. Position: UNRWA Gaza office assistant. Violation: Endorses Hitler and denies
Israel’s right to exist. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
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18. Name: MOHAMMED M. ALHOURANI. Position: UNRWA Jordan health center head. Violation:
Promotes antisemitism. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
19. Name: AKRAM AYOUB. Position: UNRWA Gaza project assistant. Violation: Celebrates murderer.
Identified on: 2/8/2021.
20. Name: NADIM ELHAJ. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Posts antisemitism. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
21. Name: AWAD ABEDALLAH. Position: UNRWA Syria school principal and teacher. Violation: Erases
Israel from the map. Identified on: 2/8/2021.
22. Name: MUDALALAH LOUZ. Position: UNRWA Gaza school principal. Violation: Teaches children
to destroy Israel. Identified on: 25/9/2019.
23. Name: MOHAMED MATAR. Position: UNRWA Gaza employee. Violation: Promotes antisemitism.
Identified on: 25/9/2019.
24. Name: MOHAMMED AL-AJRAMI. Position: UNRWA Gaza office deputy director. Violation: Glorifies
terrorism. Identified on: 25/9/2019.
25. Name: MOHAMMED ALSAYYED. Position: UNRWA Lebanon assistant head teacher. Violation:
Glorifies terrorism. Identified on: 25/9/2019.
26. Name: NUHAD ASKOUL. Position: UNRWA Lebanon English teacher. Violation: Advocates terrorism. Identified on: 25/9/2019.
27. Name: KHALED ASSAD. Position: UNRWA Lebanon site engineer. Violation: Promotes terrorism.
Identified on: 25/9/2019.
28. Name: ZIAD ABUZARARD. Position: UNRWA Syria employee. Violation: Incites children to violence.
Identified on: 25/9/2019.
29. Name: TAYSEER HADEED. Position: UNRWA Syria civil engineering designer. Violation: Celebrates
terrorism and promotes antisemitism. Identified on: 25/9/2019.
30. Name: RAED WADI. Position: UNRWA Syria medical officer. Violation: Glorifies terrorism. Identified
on: 25/9/2019.
31. Name: MAJED MOHAMMAD. Position: UNRWA Syria employee. Violation: Shares admiration for
Adolf Hitler and incites terrorism. Identified on: 25/9/2019.
32. Name: LAYAL AMMAR. Position: UNRWA Lebanon English teacher. Violation: Encourages violence.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
33. Name: MAHMOUD ABU FOUL. Position: UNRWA Jordan employee. Violation: Glorifies terrorism.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
34. Name: AHMAD FAREED SULTAN. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Glorifies terrorists.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
35. Name: ABU ANAS GHOBAN. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Glorifies terrorism.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
36. Name: SUBHI AL-ZABER. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Erases Israel from the map.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
37. Name: AHMAN NASSER. Position: UNRWA Gaza school supervisor. Violation: Celebrates terrorism.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
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38. Name: SAMAHER TIBI. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Erases Israel from the map.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
39. Name: HIMLAJ MOHAMMAD SELMI. Position: UNRWA Gaza TV presenter. Violation: Posts
antisemitism. Identified on: 21/4/2017.
40. Name: MOHAMED SOLIMAN. Position: UNRWA Syria English teacher. Violation: Endorses Hitler.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
41. Name: KHALED MOHAMAD. Position: UNRWA Syria teacher. Violation: Posts antisemitism.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
42. Name: MHASAN MHASAN. Position: UNRWA Syria teacher. Violation: Erases Israel from the map.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
43. Name: AHMAD ABUDULLAH. Position: UNRWA Syria employee. Violation: Celebrates violence.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
44. Name: MOHANNAD NAJEM. Position: UNRWA Syria teacher. Violation: Desecrates Israeli flag.
Identified on: 21/4/2017.
45. Name: GHANEM NAIM GHONEIM. Position: UNRWA Lebanon teacher. Violation: Venerates
“wonderful” Hitler. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
46. Name: OMAR ASAAD. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Reveres Hitler. Identified
on: 2/2/2017.
47. Name: KHADER AWAD. Position: UNRWA Lebanon teacher. Violation: Endorses violence against
Jews. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
48. Name: HATEM ASAAD. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Glorifies terrorists. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
49. Name: MOHAMMAD ALSAYYED. Position: UNRWA Lebanon assistant head teacher. Violation:
Celebrates terrorism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
50. Name: MAHA HAMID. Position: UNRWA Lebanon teacher. Violation: Glorifies terrorists. Identified
on: 2/2/2017.
51. Name: LOTFI GHUNEIM. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Praises terrorist. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
52. Name: TAREK AGHA. Position: UNRWA Lebanon human resources assistant. Violation: Glorifies
violence. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
53. Name: GHASSAN FATHI. Position: UNRWA Lebanon teacher. Violation: Posts antisemitism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
54. Name: AHMAD HASAN. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Quotes Hitler, supports
Hamas. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
55. Name: MUSTAFA ZAID. Position: UNRWA Lebanon teacher. Violation: Spreads Hamas propaganda.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
56. Name: HUSSEIN ASAAD. Position: UNRWA Lebanon teacher. Violation: Glorifies violence. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
57. Name: IBRAHIM TAFESH. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Promotes antisemitism
and support for terrorism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
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58. Name: KHALED AZIZ. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Promotes violence. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
59. Name: MOHAMAD FAHED. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Endorses Hamas
terrorism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
60. Name: TAREK ABU GHAZELAH. Position: UNRWA Lebanon employee. Violation: Celebrates
terrorism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
61. Name: AHMAD NASSER. Position: UNRWA Lebanon principal. Violation: Promotes antisemitism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
62. Name: HUSSEIN AMRAH. Position: UNRWA Jordan principal. Violation: Celebrates terrorism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
63. Name: YOUSEF ELAYYAN. Position: UNRWA Jordan account officer. Violation: Promotes Hamas
terrorist propaganda. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
64. Name: BILAL ALLAN. Position: UNRWA Jordan employee. Violation: Propagates antisemitism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
65. Name: JEHAD RAMADAN ABU KALLOUB. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Celebrates
killing of Jews. Identified on: 2/2/2017
66. Name: AHMED ABU TO’EIMA. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Glorifies violence and
terrorism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
67. Name: ADNAN SERDANAH. Position: UNRWA Jordan employee. Violation: Glorifies terrorism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
68. Name: HUSSAN KHATTIB. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Endorses terrorism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
69. Name: AMER AARON. Position: UNRWA Jordan employee. Violation: Celebrates terrorists. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
70. Name: AHMAD KHLAIFAH. Position: UNRWA Jordan employee. Violation: Venerates Hitler and
promotes antisemitism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
71. Name: MUHAMMAD ABU NASR. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Glorifies violence
and child soldiers. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
72. Name: TAWFIQ SAMARA. Position: UNRWA Jordan principal. Violation: Endorses Hamas. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
73. Name: OM ALAA. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Venerates Hitler. Identified on:
2/2/2017.
74. Name: EMAN SHAMMALA. Position: UNRWA Gaza English teacher. Violation: Glorifies terrorism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
75. Name: HANAA OM HOSSAM. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Celebrates terrorism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
76. Name: EMAN BADER. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Glorifies terror attack. Identified
on: 2/2/2017.
77. Name: MOHAMED ALHALLAQ. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Promotes terrorists.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
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78. Name: SUNIA ASTAL. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Promotes terrorism. Identified
on: 2/2/2017.
79. Name: NWARA NUR NWARA. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Promotes violence. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
80. Name: ISLAM KHAFAJA. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Celebrates attacks on Israeli
soldiers. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
81. Name: ABED NASSER HASSEN. Position: UNRWA Syria teacher. Violation: Spreads antisemitism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
82. Name: NABIL SOBHI. Position: UNRWA Syria teacher. Violation: Promotes antisemitism and terrorism. Identified on: 2/2/2017.
83. Name: ISSA ISSA. Position: UNRWA Syria teacher. Violation: Admires Hitler, supports terrorism.
Identified on: 2/2/2017.
84. Name: MOHAMMED AL JOWHARY. Position: UNRWA Jordan teacher. Violation: Glorifies knife
terrorism. Identified on: 30/11/2015.
85. Name: MAZEN ABO HADY. Position: UNRWA Gaza teacher. Violation: Glorifies knife terrorism.
Identified on: 30/11/2015.
86. Name: SUAD ASSI. Position: UNRWA West Bank English teacher. Violation: Antisemitism. Identified
on: 30/11/2015.
87. Name: FEDAA ELHAQ. Position: UNRWA medical officer. Violation: Promotes terrorism. Identified
on: 30/11/2015.
88. Name: BAHAA ABED EL JAWWAD. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Promotes violence. Identified on: 30/11/2015.
89. Name: AFNAN BADAWI. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Endorses Hamas. Identified on:
30/11/2015.
90. Name: MUHANNAD NABULSIH. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Celebrates terrorists.
Identified on: 30/11/2015.
91. Name: RUAD HUSSEIN. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Promotes violence. Identified on:
30/11/2015.
92. Name: MOHAMMAD ABU MUSA. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Promotes violence.
Identified on: 30/11/2015.
93. Name: HANI AL RAMAHI. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Advocates terrorism. Identified
on: 16/10/2015.
94. Name: IBRAHIM ALI. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Glorifies terrorism. Identified on:
16/10/2015.
95. Name: HIBA MIARI. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Celebrates terrorism. Identified on:
16/10/2015.
96. Name: UM KARAM. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Glorifies stabbings. Identified on:
16/10/2015.
97. Name: SOUHAIB FAYYAD. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Celebrates stabbings. Identified
on: 16/10/2015.
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98. Name: MAHMOUD ABU ZAKARI. Position: UNRWA social worker. Violation: Celebrates stabbings.
Identified on: 16/10/2015.
99. Name: MAEN DAJANI. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Defends stabbings. Identified on:
16/10/2015.
100. Name: SALEH MOHSEN. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Celebrates stabbings. Identified
on: 16/10/2015.
101. Name: MOHAMMED ASSAF. Position: UNRWA youth ambassador. Violation: Glorifies violence.
Identified on: 16/10/2015.
102. Name: ABU WADIH DUHEIR. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Endorses terrorism. Identified
on: 16/10/2015.
103. Name: AHMED FATHI BADER. Position: UNRWA deputy principal. Violation: Praises murder of
“collaborators.” Identified on: 1/9/2015.
104. Name: MOHAMMED ABU STAITA. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Posts antisemitism.
Identified on: 1/9/2015.
105. Name: RAMY ALSHORBASY. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Posts antisemitism. Identified
on: 1/9/2015.
106. Name: ABED ABUASHRAF. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Endorses violence. Identified
on: 1/9/2015.
107. Name: WAEL SALLOUH. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Celebrates terrorism. Identified
on: 1/9/2015.
108. Name: MOHAMMED A. ELHAFI. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Condones violence.
Identified on: 1/9/2015.
109. Name: NASREEN HAMMOUD. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Posts antisemitism. Identified on: 1/9/2015.
110. Name: FALA SALA. Position: UNRWA teacher. Violation: Erases Israel from map. Identified on:
1/9/2015.
111. Name: MOHAMAD ESSA. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Glorifies terrorism. Identified
on: 1/9/2015.
112. Name: YOUSEF MATAR. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Endorses terrorism. Identified
on: 1/9/2015.
113. Name: AHMED DAHDOUH. Position: UNRWA employee. Violation: Condones violence. Identified
on: 1/9/2015.
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